
The new combustion technology
with exclusive patent developed
by Tatano.

renewable energies



The blue evolution! 
Our energy that looks to the future!

45÷50

The new range of Blu Evo pellet boilers represents the
latest dimension of the gasification technique for the pellet.
The best product: the 100% ecological boiler is now
worth 110%.

The new Blu Evo is designed following
LCA methodologies and ERp Ecodesign
criteria (A++ product energy label).

INTEGRATED
SUSTAINABILITY

Produced using
renewable energy sources:
1) Photovoltaic
2) Solar thermal
3) Biomass

Classified in the highest energy efficiency
class A++ and certified CLASS 5
(EN303-5: 2012), with a 5-star environmental
class (according to Ministerial Decree 186/2017)

Awarded by various state grants for
minimum environmental impacts:
Conto Termico 2.0, Eco Bonus,
Super bonus 110%, Tax deductions.

Emission values within the constraints
imposed by numerous countries: 15a B-VG
(Austria), BImSchV stufe.2 (Germany), LRV 11
(Switzerland), Flamme verte (France), Order 1432
(Denmark), Romania (Casa Eficienta Energetic).

Tons of less CO2 

ALSO FOR OUTDOOR SPACES
Thanks to its sturdy steel structure, it can
be installed outdoor spaces

500÷700
Trees relieved of their task
of air purifiers 

CONVERSION OF WOOD PELLETS
INTO A TOTALLY CLEAN ENERGY

SUPER
BONUS

 110%



Blu Evo: the evolution of heat! 
Purity of natural warmth, optimized to perfection to redefine the 
well-being of your spaces and the environment around you.

BLU EVO Wood pellet

Tailor-made: 

For easy planning, installation 
and maintenance

- Compact and already mounted on 
the platform to facilitate transport, 
installation in very small rooms, 
on the wall or in corners. 

- Easy passage through all standard
doors;

- It combines exceptional technical
features with a versatile and minimalist
design that allows installation both
inside and outside the technical
rooms, easily integrating into
different environments;

- Integrated hopper, very easy to 
expand thanks to the pneumatic 
transport system. 

- Maximum ease of use and minimal
maintenance thanks to accessibility
on three sides.

For the efficiency of your system 

- The unique combustion technology
developed by Tatano based on two
essential elements: the gasification of
the pellets and the patented reactor,
for a highly efficient combustion,
with reduced NOx and CO emissions,
ensuring high savings and an environ- 

 mentally friendly operation;

- Can be used in combination with all
types of room terminals: low or high 
temperature radiators, fan coils, 
radiant panels. It is the winning 
choice for restructuring at best;

- From the puffer to the group for the
heating circuit, to the optional solar
system: everything is easy to integrate
to create a self-sustaining heating
system;

For your safety 

- Highly technological safety devices
guarantee reliability and safety of
operation in every phase of operation:
integrated safety heat exchanger,

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM

Blu Evo: the new combustion technology with exclusive patent 
developed by Tatano.

BLU EVO kW
MAX INCENTIVE / Calculated by climatic bands / Values in euro

A B C D E F

BLU EVO 15 16 1.296 1.836 2.376 3.024 3.672 3.888

BLU EVO 25 25 2.025 2.868 3.712 4.725 5.737 6.075

BLU EVO 30 31 2.511 3.557 4.603 5.859 7.114 7.533

BLU EVO 40 41,3 3.717 5.265 6.814 8.673 10.531 11.151

THE POSSIBLE SAVINGS WITH THE  CONTO TERMICO

WEB-SERVICE through an 
accessory for management 
and assistance with
APP 4 HEAT

BLU EVO BLU EVO 15 BLU EVO 25 BLU EVO 30 BLU EVO 40

CO mg/Nm3 10 10 9 10

Nox  mg/Nm3 80 87 80 82

Dust mg/Nm3 4,3 6,5 4,6 8,6

ENVIRONMENTAL 
PARAMETERS

BLU EVO BLU EVO 15 BLU EVO 25 BLU EVO 30 BLU EVO 40

Min/max thermal power kW 2,3-16 2,3-25 5,6-31 5,6-41,3

Min/max consumption  kg/h 0,5-3,6 0,5-5,70 1,21-7,00 1,21-9,4

Max power efficiency % 93,7 93,3 94 93

Min power efficiency % 98,5 98,5 98,5 98,5

Dimensions

width 1550 1550 1750 1750

depth 770 770 770 770

height 1440 1440 1540 1540

Water content LT 71 71 130 130

Chimney Ø mm 100 100 100 100

Air intake Ø mm 100 100 100 100

PERFORMANCE AND 
CONSTRUCTION 
FEATURES

in case of blackout, for boiler block 
and automatic error signaling; 

- Antifreeze function and weather
protection devices for outdoor
installation.

For the comfort of your Smart home 

- Essential boiler, maximum power,
automatic operation, touch screen for
easy use and remote management
of all functions thanks to the 4 Heat
app supplied;

- The boiler control can be connected 
to the most common home automa- 

 tion systems, ensuring a better room 
climate and lower heating costs.

For the environment 

- ErP label with energy efficiency class
A ++, for maximum performance and
minimum electricity consumption in
the phases of use;

- Eco-design criteria and LCA metho-
 dology applied from design to

disposal: most of the materials are 
recoverable at the end of the 
product's life;

- Neutral Co2 combustion technique
that reduces emissions of fine dust
to a minimum, even without an
anti-particulate filter.

For your forward-looking investment 

- Immediate savings thanks to the
incentives provided for tax
deductions  Ecobonus, Superbonus
110% and Conto Energia Termico;

- Investment in a high-efficiency,
comfortable and clean heating
system, which gives greater value
to your property;

- Lower consumption of pellets thanks
to the gasification technique, with
significant savings on heating costs;

- With integration into hybrid systems:
solar thermal, photovoltaic or heat
pump becomes even more ecological
and allows greater savings in money.

FUELS

Wood Pellet EN ISO 17225-2
Mandatory for access to the
CONTO TERMICO

RANGE OF POWER

from 16 to 41 kW

RANGE OF MODULATION

1:7 (from 14% to 100%)

GRANTED BY:

SUPERBONUS 110% 

CONTO TERMICO 2.0 

Tax deductions 65% or 50%

APPLICATIONS

Single/multi-family houses

Redevelopment/
New installations with access
to tax deductions

 The values refer to 13% of O2



Boiler/Puffer/Solar:
the winning formula for creating a 
self-sustaining heating system.

* Purely indicative drawing

Solutions suitable 
for every need!

Pneumatic loading (optional accessories) 
to ensure greater system autonomy.

Ideas for Design We are the first generation to see the effects 
of climate change and perhaps the last to be able 
to do something to counter them. 

The current range of products encompasses the 
experience and expertise of over 30 years of 
research to offer you efficient and clean heating. 

The purpose of our company is not just to maximize 
profits, but to help shape the future of our children 
in the most positive way possible. 

Join us to create a sustainable future. 
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1 Mains water inlet 
2 Thermal discharge valve
3 Automatic filling group with 
 pressure gauge
4 Safety kit
5 High efficiency circulator

6 Closed expansion vessel
7 Thermomanometer
8 Safety valve
9 Automatic air vent valve
10 Minimum pressure switch
11 Plate exchanger

12 7 bar boiler safety group
13 Low temperature mixing group
14 Room thermostat
15 Domestic hot water

COMPANY CERTIFICATIONS



TATANO s.n.c.

Biomass Boilers
Solar Systems

Zona ind.le / Scalo ferroviario
92022 Cammarata (Ag) 
 
Tel.  +39 0922 901376
Fax  +39 0922 902600

Via F. Cassoli, 29 
29122 Piacenza

Tel.  +39 0523 609788
Fax  +39 0523 574274

E-mail: tatano@tatano.it
www.tatano.it

Boilers
made in Italy


